Perhaps—

The Blind Man may become a monthly—perhaps a quarterly—perhaps a yearly—

All depending on contributions, literary and financial.

Brave people who like to run risks may send to The Blind Man five dollars as subscription and encouragement.

33 West 67th Street

Paintings by American Artists of Today:

Burlin
Demuth
Dickinson
Fisk
Glackens
Halfpert
Hartley
Kent
Kuehne
Lawson
Lever
Mager
Manigault

Marin
McFée
Miller
Myers
Nordfeldt
Prendergast
Manray
Schumacher
Walkowitz
Wortman
M. Zorach
W. Zorach

The Daniel Gallery
2 West 47th St., New York

Bourgeois Galleries
668 Fifth Avenue
New York

Old and Modern Paintings

Modern Gallery
500 Fifth Avenue, New York

Daumier
Cezanne
Lautrec
Van Gogh
Picasso
Brancusi
Picabia
Derain
Marie Laurencin
Manolo
Burty
Vlaminck
Rivera
Braque

Mexican Pre-Conquest Art
African Negro Sculpture